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Cincinnati 
a Theory 

by Mark C. Wiseman 

In my recently published article, 

“The Post Civil War Bottlers of Des 

Moines”, “Bottles and Extras, Vol. 

26 No. 1, January-February 2015”, 

I describe the “Gehring & Br. Des 

Moines, PDF Cincinnati” bottle. 

The back side “PDF Cincinnati” I 

postulate to be “(presumably the 

glass house that made the bottles)”. 

Mr. Jerry Stehlin a colletor of Cincinnati Soda and mineral 

water bottles kindly sent along photos of his two PDF Cincinnati 

bottles. One a “PDF Cincinnati” in dark aqua/ green, with a very 

early tapered top, the second a “PDF”,  (Ghost letters behind) “A 

Mexican Off With His Head”, and “Ferguson’s Carbonated Wa-

ter”, also with the early tapered top, maybe even cruder. Mr. Steh-

lin indicated PDF was for Peter D. Ferguson. I was truly excited 

there were at least two other “PDF” bottles, and wanted to know 

more about them. The Public Library of Cincinnati and Hamilton 

County, just happens to have downloadable City Directories for 

Cincinnati from 1818-1941, (yes they are “PDF’s amazing!), a 

very nice web site. So I began to search for Peter D. Ferguson, 

first around 1865, the age of my “Gehring & Br. Des Moines” 
bottles, with no matches under Ferguson or under mineral water 

manufacturers. I realized that the tapered lip was very early, The 

Mexican War was in 1848, so I jumped back to 1849 and there he 
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Mr. Jerry Stehlin, a colletor of Cincinnati soda and mineral water 
bottles, kindly sent along photos of his two PDF Cincinnati 
bottles. One a “PDF Cincinnati” in dark aqua/ green, with a very 
early tapered top, the second a “PDF,”  (ghost letters behind) 
“A Mexican Off With His Head”, and “Ferguson’s Carbonated 
Water,” also with the early tapered top, maybe even cruder. Mr. 

Stehlin indicated PDF was for Peter D. Ferguson. I was truly 
excited there were at least two other “PDF” bottles, and wanted 
to know more about them. The Public Library of Cincinnati 
and Hamilton County just happens to have downloadable City 

Directories for Cincinnati from 1818-1941, (Yes they are PDF’s, 
amazing!), a very nice web site. So I began to search for Peter 
D. Ferguson, first around 1865, the age of my “Gehring & Br. 
Des Moines” bottles, with no matches under Ferguson or under 

mineral water manufacturers. I realized that the tapered lip was 

very early, The Mexican War was in 1848, so I jumped back to 
1849 and there he was.
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I could not find Mr. Ferguson in earlier directories, he was 
listed in the 1850-1851 Williams City Directory:

“Peter Ferguson, s.s. Pearl b. Race and Elm”, and or 
“Peter Ferguson, n.s. 5th b. Main and Sycamore”,  
However Mr. Ferguson was not listed under Mineral Water 

Manufactures, a different name was at his former address:

“Henry Alwes, s.s. Pearl b. Vine and Race”

Apparently Mr. Alwes ran this Mineral water Manufacturing 

business for many years after Peter Ferguson gave it up, 
because in 1864 “H & J Alwes 127 w 2d” is still listed, but no 
Peter Ferguson is listed in Cincinnati after 1851. So how do 

these 1865 and 1849-1850 bottles match Up? A puzzle. I found 

an interesting article in another book available at the Cincinnati 
Library’s web site. In “Sketches and Statistics of Cincinnati in 
1851, by Charles Cist”, that described the Cincinnati bottling 

works of 1851.
 

Then, by chance as I was scouring other years directories and 

books of the same age for clues I came upon the following 

1849-1850 Williams Cincinnati City Directory

Here are the front and back views of these bottles from Mr. Jerry 
Stehl, “PDF”,  (Ghost letters behind) “A Mexican Off With His 
Head”, and on back “Ferguson’s Carbonated Water”, also with the 
early tapered top, maybe even  more crude , the second a “PDF 
Cincinnati” in dark aqua/ green, with a very early tapered top.

“Sketches and Statistics of Cincinnati in 1851, by Charles Cist”, that 
described the Cincinnati bottling works of 1851.
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advertisement in the “1869 Boyd’s Handbook of Cincinnati”

“Hemingray” meant mostly insulators to me, so I checked the 
other earlier Cincinnati directories to see if they were in business 

back into the 1850’s. Besides, my “Gehring & Br. Des Moines” 

bottle and one of Jerry Stehlin’s bottles were a dark aqua/green 
in color maybe a “green“, Hemingray type color. 

The 1864 City Directory listed: “Hemingray Brothers & Co., 
(Robert H., Samuel J. H., R. Evans, and James L. Foley) 
manufacturers of Flint and Green Glass: Warehouse 20 E.2d” 

The 1857 City Directory listed: “Gray, Hemingray & Bros. (R. 
G., Robert H., Samm. H, & A Gray) manufacturers of Flint 
Glass Ware, 14 Main. The 1850-1851 City Directory listed: 

“Robt. Hemingray (Gray H & Bro) res Covington” “Samuel 

1869 Boyd’s Handbook of Cincinnati

1849-1850 Cincinnati City Directory

Hemingray (Gray H & Bro) res Covington” “Gray A.  
Hemingray & Bros, res Covington”

I’ve not found any proofs but it is reasonable to guess that 
possibly Mr. Peter D. Ferguson in 1849 contracted the Gray 
& Hemingray glass company in Cincinnati to make some 
soda bottles for his use. Then it could be possible that Chas 

Gehring in 1865, from Des Moines contacted the Hemingray 

& Brothers Glass Company in Cincinnati, to make him some 
soda bottles. Then it could be possible that the Hemingray 

Glass company had an old soda bottle mold laying around, 

with “PDF Cincinnati” on one side but nothing on the other 
side, so to save time and money cut “Gehring & Br. Des 
Moines” on the other side and made him some bottles. 

(Besides, Mr. Peter D. Ferguson was long gone from 
Cincinnati, why should he care, or likely ever know?)

It’s only a theory, what do you think?

Another view of the two Cincinatti PDF bottles


